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Abstract

Many animals generate propulsive forces by coordinating legs, which contact and push against the surroundings, with

bending of the body, which can only indirectly influence these forces. Such body–leg coordination is not commonly

employed in quadrupedal robotic systems. To elucidate the role of back bending during quadrupedal locomotion, we study

a model system: the salamander, a sprawled-posture quadruped that uses lateral bending of the elongate back in conjunc-

tion with stepping of the limbs during locomotion. We develop a geometric approach that yields a low-dimensional repre-

sentation of the body and limb contributions to the locomotor performance quantified by stride displacement. For systems

where the damping forces dominate inertial forces, our approach offers insight into appropriate coordination patterns,

and improves the computational efficiency of optimization techniques. In particular, we demonstrate effect of the lateral

undulation coordinated with leg movement in the forward, rotational, and lateral directions of the robot motion. We vali-

date the theoretical results using numerical simulations, and then successfully test these approaches using robophysical

experiments on granular media, a model deformable, frictional substrate. Although our focus lies primarily on robotics,

we also demonstrate that our tools can accurately predict optimal body bending of a living salamander Salamandra

salamandra.
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1. Introduction and summary

Animals, and increasingly robots, can use limbs to propel

themselves to maneuver across a variety of terrains

(Buehler et al., 1998; Kolter et al., 2008; McGhee and

Iswandhi, 1979; Saranli et al., 2001; Zucker et al., 2011).

In addition to these appendages, undulatory body motions

can also contribute to locomotor propulsion, even when

not directly in contact with the environment. For example,

salamanders (Crespi et al., 2013; Daan and Belterman,

1968; Frolich and Biewener, 1994; Roos, 1964), lizards

(Farley and Ko, 1997), and some mammals (Kafkafi and

Golani, 1998) use lateral body undulation in coordination

with their legs for effective locomotion. While previous

studies have elucidated the benefits of using lateral body

undulation in conjunction with quadrupedal limb motion

for individual tasks such as walking, running, or turning

(Crespi et al., 2013; Daan and Belterman, 1968; Kafkafi

and Golani, 1998; Roos, 1964), no general framework yet

exists to systematically explore coordination and perfor-

mance in quadrupedal systems that employ body undula-

tory motion, or more specifically back bending. Building

this framework is challenging because it requires not only

coordinating many degrees of freedom (DoFs), but also

coordinating different types of DoFs (i.e., body bending
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and the leg movements) in different types of behaviors

(i.e., forward, turning, and sideways motion).

Since the 1980s, a framework referred to as ‘‘geometric

mechanics’’ has been developed (Batterman, 2003; Kelly

and Murray, 1995; Marsden, 1997; Ostrowski and Burdick,

1998; Shammas et al., 2007; Shapere and Wilczek, 1989;

Wilczek and Shapere, 1989) as a general scheme to link

locomotor performance to arbitrary patterns of ‘‘self-defor-

mation.’’ This scheme replaces laborious calculation with a

geometric approach to gain qualitative and quantitative

insight into how animal and robots can generate optimal

high-level control (Astley et al., 2020; Full and Koditschek,

1999) to affect desired behaviors, such as forward, side-

ways, or turning locomotion.

In the geometric mechanics framework, the motion of a

self-propelling system is separated into a shape space (the

internal joint angle space) and a position space (position

and orientation of locomotor in the world frame). The rela-

tionship between velocities in a shape space (joint angle

velocities) and velocities in a position space (body veloci-

ties of the robot) is called the local form of the connection.

A gait then maps a periodic path in the shape space to a dis-

placement in the position space. One of the advantages of

this approach is that it can readily generate, as well as eval-

uate, the displacement of gaits; this generative tool is based

on a height function (sometimes called a connection vector

field) which is essentially the curl of the connection (Gong

et al., 2016, 2018; Hatton et al., 2013). In the last decade,

our group has successfully advanced this scheme to enable

gait design for limbless undulatory swimming systems in

highly damped situations such as granular media, where the

full contact between the system and the environment is

maintained (Dai et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2016; Hatton

et al., 2013). Importantly, the theoretical predictions have

quantitative agreement with the experimental measure-

ments, demonstrating that the geometric mechanics frame-

work can be successfully applied to real-world systems.

Here we expand the scope of geometric mechanics to

four-legged body-bending systems. The challenges of

extending geometric mechanics to quadrupedal systems lie

in the fact that these systems periodically make and break

contact with the environment. In this article, we prescribe

the leg contact states by their phase; this phase, together

with the body-bending angle, forms the shape space, in

which we can apply geometric mechanics tools. We demon-

strate that proper body undulation, obtained from optimiza-

tion in the new shape space, can improve the locomotion

performance of our quadrupedal robots in forward, rota-

tional and lateral directions. Furthermore, experimental data

collected from fire salamanders (Salamandra salamandra)

(Figure 1(a)) reveal that our geometric-based approach

closely predicts motion observed in a biological system.

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an

overview of related work; Section 3 introduces geometric

mechanics and its extension to cylindrical shape spaces;

Section 4 presents analytical results of our designed gaits;

Fig. 1. The animal, robot, and theoretical models studied in this article. (a) Top view of a fire salamander. The body angle, ab, is

defined as an angle between the center lines that are parallel to the front and the back part of the body. (b) Top view of the

robophysical model. It has two body parts connected with a servo, four 2-DoF legs, and a tail. The metal part at the center is used to

pick up the robot with an electromagnetic gripper. All legs and tail have the same foot geometry (24× 24 mm2 cube shape). (c) The

theoretical model with shape variables and body velocities labeled.
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Section 5 presents experimental results of our designed

gaits; finally, we discuss the role of lateral body undulation

during quadrupedal locomotion in Section 6.

2. Related work

2.1. Leg movement

There has been extensive research showing that the design

of appropriate leg movements can enable effective robot

movement in a variety of environments (Buchli et al., 2009;

Buehler et al., 1998; Cham et al., 2004; Kalakrishnan et al.,

2011; Kolter et al., 2008; McGhee and Iswandhi, 1979;

Saranli et al., 2001; Zucker et al., 2011). These approaches

tend to be classified into one of several categories, includ-

ing planning for appropriate foot contacts to maintain static

stability during each phase of the step (Buchli et al., 2009;

Kalakrishnan et al., 2011; Kolter et al., 2008; McGhee and

Iswandhi, 1979; Zucker et al., 2011), or relying on dynami-

cal stability by creating an appropriate robot morphology

(for example, robot with six springy legs) (Buehler et al.,

1998; Cham et al., 2004; Saranli et al., 2001).

One of the most popular approaches is to plan for foot

contacts to ensure stability of feet and body. Foot placement

determines a sequence of locations on the ground where a

system places the distal-most portion of its limbs. Foot pla-

cement techniques may optimize criteria like stability and

redundancy when applied to multi-legged locomotion.

McGhee and Iswandhi (1979) introduced a heuristic

gait-planning algorithm for legged robots by maximizing

stability margin (the distance from the center of mass to the

supporting polygon in the direction of travel) and minimiz-

ing kinematic margin (the distance that the foothold of a

given leg can travel in the opposite direction of motion

before reaching the boundary of its workspace). Although

this algorithm was adequate for hexapods, it is not as well

suited to quadrupeds because quadrupeds have more strict

stability criteria. Bai et al. (1999) applied a similar approach

to quadrupeds, which took a lateral sequence walk (leg lift-

ing follows the sequence: left hind leg, left front leg, right

hind leg, right front leg (Hildebrand, 1965)) as a primary

gait and successfully adapted it to the environment. These

ideas were applied to the Little Dog platform (Kolter et al.,

2008; Zucker et al., 2011), where the footsteps are planned

and implemented across rough terrain in the presence of

disturbances.

More recently, machine learning tools and algorithms

have been applied to design leg movements during locomo-

tion. Kim and Uther (2003) applied Powell’s minimization

method (Powell, 1964) to design a periodic footfall pattern

for quadrupedal robots that was faster and more stable than

previous hand-optimized gaits in the RoboCup soccer com-

petition. Kohl and Stone (2004) parameterized leg move-

ments based on locus feet trajectory (Stone et al., 2003),

then optimized these parameters to improve locomotion

speed by a policy gradient method. With improved physical

simulator and learning robust policies, Tan et al. (2018)

trained the robot control policy in simulation and success-

fully implemented trotting and galloping gaits on agile

quadrupedal robots.

Leg movement design has also been influenced by the

study of biological systems: another approach relies less on

rapid closed-loop control for foot placement and instead

leverages appropriately tuned mechanics to achieve rapid

dynamically and statically stable locomotion over diverse

substrates. Inspired by cockroaches racing over a rough sur-

face, Saranli et al. (2001) showed that RHex, a hexapod

robot (Altendorfer et al., 2001; Buehler et al., 1998, 1999),

exhibited the ability for forward locomotion in uneven ter-

rain and in the presence of obstacles.

Of specific interest to this work, Nyakatura et al. (2019)

used a combination of experimental studies with living ani-

mals, a robophysical model, and kinematic plus dynamic

simulations to test how animals with more sprawled pos-

tures moved, in order to infer how an extinct animal

Orobates pabsti might have conducted quasi-steady for-

ward walking locomotion. Their ‘‘sprawling gait space’’

approach is also complementary to ours, showing how the

parameters of body undulation, body height (‘‘sprawled-

ness’’), long-axis rotation of the proximal leg joints, and

leg retraction motion help describe locomotor differences

between four extant species and Orobates.

2.2. CPG-based approach

Inspired by analogous ideas from biology, the central pat-

tern generator (CPG) approach uses periodic signals to

drive body joint trajectories in shape space for locomotion

or other repetitive tasks (Holmes et al., 2006; Ijspeert,

2020; Nyakatura et al., 2019; Rossignol et al., 2006;

Suzuki et al., 2019) to augment the performance of an

existing footfall pattern. Ijspeert et al. (2007) showed that

CPGs can produce body–limb coordinated movements for

the locomotion of a salamander robot, as well as generate

gait transitions among different forward gait motions of

varying speeds. Using CPG analytic tools, Crespi et al.

(2013), Horvat et al. (2017), and Eckert et al. (2015)

demonstrated that the body–limb coordination used by sala-

manders optimizes their forward speed and produce turning

motion. Following this idea, Owaki et al. (2013) investi-

gated the mechanisms of inter-limb coordination which

exhibit good adaptability to changes in walking speed of a

quadrupedal robot.

Some recent CPG work has included body bending in

robot motion design (Crespi et al., 2013; Cruse, 1990;

Horvat et al., 2017; Ijspeert et al., 2007; Owaki et al.,

2013)). In contrast to the feedback control algorithms in

CPGs, our gait design algorithms do not require prior

knowledge of gait formula. Indeed, our approach can be

used as an input for CPG-based approaches. That is, our

gait design process can be used to generate and optimize

gait trajectories, which can then be tracked online by a set

of coupled oscillators.
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2.3. Turning motion

Turning motions in quadrupedal robots have been less stud-

ied. In addition, existing turning policies of quadrupedal

robots heavily rely on leg placement: previous work has

shown that careful foot placement planning can enable

quadrupedal turning motions (Bien et al., 1991). Cho et al.

(1995) introduced the footfall planning objective function,

where speed, stability, translation direction, and turning

were all included. Palmer and Orin (2006) designed a turn-

ing fuzzy controller by placing the fore legs to the outside

of the turn and the hind legs to the inside. In addition to

the control algorithms in foot placement, biologists indicate

that body bending also plays an important role during turn-

ing motion. For example, Kafkafi and Golani (1998)

showed the body shape changed from S-shape to C-shape

during the turning motion of ferrets.

Legs movements and body undulations can both lead to

quadrupedal turning motions. In this article, we investigate

how leg movement modulation can coordinate with body

undulation to enable different turning behaviors in quadru-

pedal locomotion from in-place turning to steering.

3. Geometric approach to gait design

The geometric approach, which we use to study the body–

leg coordination during quadrupedal locomotion, develops

systematic tools which can generate open-loop templates

for gaits which can lead to locomotor motion of desired

capacities. Before we discuss our improvements, we pro-

vide an overview of geometric mechanics and then extend

geometric mechanics tools to legged systems. We use resis-

tive force theory (RFT) to model the ground reaction forces

(GRFs) between our robots and granular environments

(Zhang and Goldman, 2014). Recent work (Astley et al.,

2020) revealed this approach to be effective on frictional

ground as well.

3.1. Geometric mechanics overview

Geometric mechanics techniques typically separate the sys-

tem’s configuration space into a position space and a shape

space. The position space denotes the location of the sys-

tem relative to a world frame, and the shape space denotes

the range of internal configuration (the shape) of the sys-

tem. Geometric mechanics techniques then seek to estab-

lish a relationship between the velocities of these spaces;

this relationship is often called a connection and it shares

many properties with a robot manipulator’s Jacobian. In

this section, we provide a concise overview of the geo-

metric tools needed for this article, but for a more detailed

and comprehensive review, we refer readers to Kelly and

Murray (1995), Ostrowski and Burdick (1998), Shapere

andWilczek (1989),Wilczek and Shapere (1989), Bloch

et al. (1996), Marsden and Ratiu (2013), Batterman (2003),

Hatton and Choset (2015), and Gong et al. (2018).

3.1.1. Kinematic reconstruction equation. In principally

kinematic systems, where the damping (frictional) forces

dominate the inertial force, the equation of motion of a sys-

tem operating in the plane with two internal DoFs reduce

to

j =A(r) _r ð1Þ

where j = ½jx jy ju�T denotes the body velocity in forward,

lateral, and rotational directions, respectively (position vari-

able); r= ½r1 r2�T denotes the two-dimensional shape vari-

able; and A(r) is the local connection matrix that relates

shape velocity _r to body velocity j. Equation (1) is also

called the kinematic reconstruction equation (Hatton and

Choset, 2015; Hatton et al., 2013; Murray et al., 1994).

3.1.2. Connection vector fields and height functions. Each

row of the local connection matrix A(r) corresponds to a

component direction of the body velocity and therefore

gives rise to a connection vector field (Figure 2(a)). The

body velocities in the forward, lateral and rotational direc-

tions are respectively computed as the dot product between

connection vector fields and the shape velocity _r.
1

A shape

velocity _r along the direction of the vector field would yield

the largest possible body velocity in that direction, whereas

a shape velocity _r orthogonal to the field would produce

zero body velocity.

A gait is represented as a path in the shape space that

begins and ends at the same point. Figure 2(a) shows a typi-

cal vector field for limbless locomotion in an Euclidean

shape space, where gaits appear as closed loops. The displa-

cement along the gait path ∂f can be obtained by integrat-

ing the ordinary differential equation (Hatton and Choset,

2015)

g(T )=

Z
∂f

TeLg(r)A(r)dr ð2Þ

where g(t)= ½x(t), y(t),a(t)�T 2 SE(2) represents the posi-

tion and rotation of body frame viewed in the worlds frame

(Murray et al., 1994); g(T )= ½Dx,Dy,Da�T denotes the

translation and rotation of the body frame (with respect to

the world frame) in one gait cycle. Note that TeLg is the

left-lifted action with respect to the coordinates of g:

TeLg =
cos (a) � sin (a) 0

sin (a) cos (a) 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 ð3Þ

Note that the integral of (2) can be approximated to the

first order by

Dx

Dy

Da

0
@

1
A=

Z
∂f

A(r)dr ð4Þ
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According to Stokes’ theorem, the path integral along a

closed curve ∂f is equal to the surface integral of the curl

of A(r) over the area enclosed by ∂f:

Z
∂f

A(r)dr=

ZZ
f

$×A(r)dr1dr2 ð5Þ

f denotes the area enclosed by a gait path ∂f. The curl of

the connection vector field $×A(r) is referred to as the

height function (Figure 2(a)). The three rows of the local

connection matrix A(r) can thus produce three height func-

tions, which we call the forward height function, Hx, the

lateral height function, Hy, and the rotational height func-

tion, Hu.

With the above derivation (1), (4), and (5), we simplify

the gait design for limbless locomotion to drawing a closed

loop in an Euclidean shape space. The displacements are

approximated by the surface integral over area on the height

function enclosed by the gait path. For example, in Figure

2(a), drawing the circle with the most surface integral repre-

sents designing the circular gait with the largest forward

displacement.

3.1.3. Periodic shape spaces. Often, a shape space can

have a periodic structure. As in the case for the legged sys-

tems examined in this article, we introduced a (cyclic)

phase variable to prescribe the contact patterns. Most prior

work only applied geometric mechanics to Euclidean shape

space. In this article, we formulate the body undulatory

quadrupedal locomotion as gait design on a two-

dimensional cylindrical shape space (Figure 2(b)), where

one axis (ab) represents the body bending angle and the

other axis (t) represents the phase of all of the leg move-

ments. In doing so, we are able to extend geometric

mechanics to study legged systems.

To form an enclosed area in the Euclidean parameteriza-

tion of the periodic shape space, we introduce the notion of

an assistive line (Gong et al., 2018). The assistive line is

defined to be a path in shape space where only one shape

variable changes and is used to form a closed loop with the

gait path in the shape space. Note that, in principle, the

choice of assistive line is arbitrary with respect to the same

winding number. In practice, we often choose the assitive

line with a physical meaning. In this example, we choose

the assistive line to be ∂f0 : ab = 0 (orange line in Figure

2(b)), such that along assistive line represents the gaits with

straight fixed body.

The net displacement can be approximated by the path

integral along the assistive line ∂f0 plus the surface inte-

gral of the area enclosed by the gait path ∂f and the assis-

tive line (Gong et al., 2018):

Z
∂f

A(r)dr=

Z
∂f0

A(r)dr+

ZZ
f�f0

$×A(r)dabdt ð6Þ

where f� f0 is the area enclosed by assitive line ∂f0 and

gait path ∂f. Note that when the gait path and the assistive

line enclose disjointed areas in the shape space, the handed-

ness (the direction of the curl) of these area enclosed can be

Fig. 2. The connection vector field and the height functions in the reduced shape space for two different systems. (a) The connection

vector field (top) and the height function (bottom) in an Euclidean shape space corresponding to motions in the forward direction of a

3-link snake robot (w1 and w2 denote the body joints) slithering on the surface of ;1 mm poppy seeds. The blue circle represents a

gait path in the corresponding shape space. (b) The connection vector field (top) and the height function (bottom) in a cylindrical

shape space corresponding to the forward motion of a quadruped robot moving with a four-beat walking gait on the surface of ;1

mm poppy seeds. We show the vector field and height function on a cylindrical space and on the Euclidean parameterization of a

cylindrical space. The blue curve represents a sample gait in the corresponding cylindrical shape space. Orange lines represent the

assistive lines to form closed loops with the gait path in the unfolded cylindrical shape space. The area in the blue shading represents

the area where the gait path and the assistive line form a clockwise loop; the area in the green shading represents the area where the

gait path and the assistive line form a counterclockwise loop. Red, white, and black colors indicate positive, zero, and negative values

in the height function, respectively.
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different. For example, as shown in our example in Figure

2(b), the assistive line (orange curve) and our gait path

(blue curve) form two disjoint area: the area where ∂f0 is

above (blue shading area) and below (green shading area)

∂f. Thus, taking the handedness of enclosed area into con-

sideration, the second term in (6) is computed as the surface

integral of area where ∂f is above ∂f0 subtracted from the

surface integral of area where ∂f is below ∂f0.

The physical meaning of the first term in (6) is the dis-

placement resulting from leg movements while keeping the

back fixed, i.e., the contribution solely from leg move-

ments. It is independent from any gait path we design and

can be pre-computed. The second term in (6) is the addi-

tional displacement resulting from coordinating body bend-

ing with leg movement. We can thus design the body

bending according to our motion objectives.

We refer the reader to Gong et al. (2018) for a detailed

derivation and proof of motion planning in a cylindrical

shape spaces. In this way, the process for the gait design of

legged systems is simplified to drawing a path in cylindri-

cal shape space.

3.2. Periodic ground contacts

In legged systems, robots and animals repeatedly make and

break contact with the environment. We introduce a binary

contact state variable, C, that describes the contact states: 0

(no contact, and therefore no contact forces) or 1 (full con-

tact). Thus, the local connection becomes a function of both

shape variables and contact states, i.e.,

j =A(r,C) _r ð7Þ

where shape variable r= ½ab b1 b2 b3 b4�T is a vector that

includes the body bending joint angle (ab, see Figure 1(c))

and the leg ‘‘shoulder’’ (shoulder for fore legs and hip for

hind legs) joint angle (bi, i 2 f1, 2, 3, 4g, see Figure 1(c))

We assume that the contact variable C and the shape

variable bi can all be written as a function of leg phase t,

i.e.,

ci = Fi(t), bi = fi(t), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ð8Þ

As mentioned earlier, we prescribe the contact patterns,

ci, from existing knowledge of footfall sequence (see

Figure 3). We use the contact state to prescribe the shoulder

angle bi. We enforce the bi to be piecewise sinusoidal

functions, partially because it permits the differentiability at

transition. The specific shape of the sinusoid is chosen to

respect the contact state of the foot, as depicted in Figure 3.

The leg shoulder angle bi is prescribed as piecewise sinu-

soidal function over either contact state or non-contact state

with smooth connection. The generic examples of functions

Fi and fi are shown in Section 4 and Figure 3.

With leg movements prescribed by fi and Fi, we can

form a new shape space that consists of two variables ab

and t, the body bending angle and the leg phase. This

reduced shape space is parameterized by Ω = ½ab, t�T.

Note that according to the chain rule, we have

_r=
dr

dΩ

dΩ

dt
=

1 0

0 df1(t)
dt

0 df2(t)
dt

0 df3(t)
dt

0 df4(t)
dt

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

_Ω ð9Þ

Therefore, we can rewrite (7) as

j =A(r,C) _r= A(Ω)
dr

dΩ
_Ω=A0(Ω) _Ω ð10Þ

where A0(Ω) is the new local connection relating the

reduced shape velocity _Ω to body velocity j. As one of the

shape variables, t, is periodic, the shape space is now

cylindrical.

3.3. Granular RFT

Similar to prior work, we numerically derive A0 using RFT

(Li et al., 2013; Sharpe et al., 2015; Zhang and Goldman,

2014) to model the granular media that our system moves

on. In this section, we provide a concise derivation of the

local connection matrix needed for this article.

The GRF experienced by the locomotor is the sum of

the GRF experienced by each body segment. RFT decom-

poses the resistive force experienced on an infinitesimally

small portion of a locomotive intruder into two compo-

nents: thrust (perpendicular) and drag (parallel), i.e.,

F=

Z
(dFk+ dF?) ð11Þ

where Fk and F? denote forces parallel and perpendicular

to a segment in contact with ground, respectively. During

intrusions in granular media at slow speeds, the attack angle

determines the Fk and F? on this body segment, i.e.,

Fk=Fk(x)

F?=F?(x)

where x is the attack angle. Here Fk and F? are indepen-

dent from the magnitude of the velocity (Zhang and

Goldman, 2014).

Depending on the substrate, we can choose the corre-

sponding RFT functions to approximate the GRFs. In our

experiments, robots moved on poppy seeds, a model granu-

lar media (Li et al., 2013); therefore, we used the following

previously suggested empirical functions to approximate

F? and Fk (Mazouchova et al., 2013):

f?= C sin (g)

752 The International Journal of Robotics Research 40(4-5)



Fig. 3. The leg contact variables ci and joint angles bi prescribed by gait phase t for (a.1) (forward) slow walk, (a.2) (forward) fast

walk, (a.3) (forward) trot, (b.1) (rotational) lateral sequence with no modulation (LS NM), (b.2) (rotational) lateral sequence with

differential drive modulation (LS DDM), (b.3) (rotational) rotary sequence with no modulation (RS NM), (b.4) (rotational) rotary

sequence with differential drive modulation (RS DDM), and (c) (lateral) sideways leg movements. The ‘‘cartoon sequence’’ shows the

leg joint angles and contact states (solid means contact; open in air) at different gait phases. A row of eight boxes indicates the contact

state of a leg at eight different phases of the gait, where filled gray color represents contact and open white color represents non-

contact state. The blue curves indicate the joint angles of the leg ‘‘shoulders’’ (shoulder for fore legs and hip for hind legs). The initials

F, H, L, and R represent front, hind, left, and right leg, respectively. All the panels have the same ordinate range (from � p
3

to p
3
) as in

(a.1). The dashed lines in (a.2) and (a.3) indicate two legs are simultaneously in the air, which could only occur for diagonal leg pairs.
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fk= A cos (g)+ B(1� sin (g))+ F0

where C = 0:66, A = 0:27, B =� 0:32, F0 = 0:09 is the

empirically (McInroe et al., 2016) fitted function to charac-

terize the granular media resistant force.

Salamander animals moved on 300 mm glass particles,

so we used the following previously suggested empirical

functions to approximate F? and Fk (Schiebel et al., 2019):

f?= a0 +
X2

i = 1

ai cos (iwg)+ bi cos (iwg)

fk= A0 +
X3

i = 1

Ai cos (iWg)+ Bi sin (iWg)

where a0 = 0:004041, a1 = 0:0002925, b1 = 0:002832,

a2 =� 0:001038, a2 =� 0:0007345, w = 2;

A0 =� 0:4833, A1 = 0:3498, B1 = 0:7504, A2 = 0:2046,

B2 =� 0:297, A3 =� 0:07208, B3 =� 0:009435, and

W = 1:333.

The attack angles x of each segment can be calculated

from the body velocity j, body shape Ω, and shape velo-

city _Ω (Murray et al., 1994). By assuming that the motions

of quadrupeds in granular material are quasi-static (Gong

et al., 2016), we consider the total net force applied to the

system is zero:

F=

Z
(dFk(j,Ω, _Ω)+ dF?(j,Ω, _Ω))= 0 ð12Þ

At a given body shape Ω, Equation (12) connects the

shape velocity _Ω to the body velocity j. Therefore, by line-

arizing (12), we can numerically derive the local connec-

tion matrix A0(Ω). In our implementation, we compute the

root of (12) using the MATLAB function fsolve.

With these assumptions, the local connection of a quad-

rupedal robot moving in granular media can be approxi-

mated by numerically calculating displacements in the

body frame. We refer the reader to Gong et al. (2016) for

detailed numerical calculations. This numerically deter-

mined local connection can be used to plot connection vec-

tor fields and height functions.

3.4. Gait design

Note that 2D cylindrical shape space is a simple representa-

tion that includes both body bending and leg movements.

Compared with higher-dimensional systems, the 2D shape

space has the advantage of allowing visual gait analysis, as

we can design gaits by looking at the height functions. To

achieve such simple representation, we made many assump-

tions (e.g., using one-DoF body joint to represent the body

bending in sprawled posture quadrupedal locomotion) to

perform dimensionality reduction.

With the height function, one can design gaits by draw-

ing a path through the shape space. The periodic gait path

is assumed to be described by Fourier series. To limit the

number of parameters to be optimized while maintaining

the flexibility of the gait design (Alexander, 1984), we keep

the first two orders of the Fourier series in our prescription,

i.e.,

∂fai, bi
= f½ab, t� : ab =

Xn = 2

n = 1

an cos (nt + bn)g ð13Þ

We denote ∂fai, bi
as ∂fa1, a2, b1, b2

to simplify notation.

Finally, we maximize the area enclosed by gait path and the

assistive line by optimizing over the parameters ai and bi:

argmax

ZZ
fai , bi

�f0

Hdabdt

subject to max
fai , bi

ab\Ga

where H=Hx, Hy or Hu depending on the direction of

gait that we wish to design motion; Ga is the body bending

joint angle limit.

Figure 4 shows several examples of gaits on height func-

tions for a variety of maneuvers. In summary, our approach

uses the steps given in Figure 5.

4. Analytical results

4.1. Forward height functions

We studied how body bending, coordinated with leg move-

ments, improved the forward displacement per gait cycle.

We first prescribed three typical types of leg movements,

taken from prior work (Hildebrand, 1965), that will result

in forward displacement.

The three types of leg movements prescribed in this sec-

tion are slow walk, fast walk, and trot. Inspired by

Hildebrand’s analyses (Hildebrand, 1965), we classified

these gaits with two parameters: lateral leg phase shift (the

fraction of the step cycle that hind limbs lead the fore limbs

on the same side) and duty factor (the fraction of the step

cycle where the foot is on the ground). The duty factors for

the three gaits are all 0.75, and the lateral leg phase shifts

are 0.25, 0.375, and 0.5, respectively. Each of these para-

meter choices leads to a specific footfall pattern which can

be seen in Figure 3(a). The leg ‘‘shoulder’’ joint angles are

prescribed as piecewise sinusoidal functions which move

from cranial end to caudal end when the leg makes contact

with ground, and move from caudal end to cranial end

when the leg is in the air (Figure 3(a)). We set the body

bending joint angle limit Ga = p
3

in this section unless oth-

erwise noted.

The slow walk (lateral leg phase shift = 0.25) is a four-

beat
2

gait with evenly spaced leg lifting following the

sequence fore right, hind left, fore left, hind right (defined

as lateral sequence (LS) (Hildebrand, 1965). The fast walk

(lateral leg phase shift = 0.375) is another four-beat gait

following the lateral sequence. Unlike the slow walk gait,

there is an overlap of the aerial phase between fore right
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and hind left legs (as well as fore left and hind right). The

trot gait (lateral leg phase shift = 0.5) is a two-beat gait

with diagonally paired leg movement. The fore right leg is

always in phase with the hind left leg; while the fore left

leg is always in phase with the hind right leg. The detailed

descriptions of these gaits are presented in Figure 3(a).

Note that the overlaps in diagonal-leg (the FR–HL pair or

FL–HR pair) non-contact state increase from slow walk,

fast walk to trot, which leads to higher speeds.

We can coordinate body bending to improve forward

displacements per gait cycle by investigating the forward

height functions. The forward height functions for these leg

movements are shown in (Figure 4(a)). The gait paths with

the maximum surface integral in the forward height func-

tions (‘‘optimal’’ gaits) are predicted to be the gaits with the

largest forward displacement per gait cycle. We also identi-

fied the worst body bending coordination with the minimal

surface integrals (‘‘worst’’ gaits). We tested the ‘‘neutral’’

gaits with fixed straight back (ab = 0) for reference.

We observed that body bending that optimizes the for-

ward displacement per gait cycle is dominated by the first

term of the Fourier series, in which case a1 tends to Ga and

a2 tends to 0. However, the optimized b1 s vary for fast

walk, slow walk, and trot leg movements.

4.2. Rotational height functions

Next, we studied the role of body bending in rotational

motions. Four types of leg movements were prescribed: the

lateral footfall sequence with no modulation (Figure

3(b.1)), the lateral footfall sequence with differential drive

modulation (Figure 3(b.2)), the rotary footfall sequence

with no modulation (Figure 3(b.3)), and the rotary footfall

sequence with differential drive modulation (Figure 3(b.4)).

4.2.1. Lateral sequence and rotary sequence. Although the

lateral sequence (FR–HL–FL–HR) (LS) footfall pattern is

widely used in forward walking, we show that by properly

Fig. 4. Height functions. (a) Forward height functions associated with trot (a.1), fast walk (a.2), and slow walk (a.3) leg movements.

The unit of colorbar is centimeters per step, i.e., cm =4p2. (b) Rotational height functions associated with lateral sequence no

modulation (LS NM) (b.1), lateral sequence differential drive modulation (LS DDM) (b.2), rotary sequence no modulation (RS NM)

(b.3), and rotary sequence differential drive modulation (RS DDM) (b.4) leg movements. The unit of colorbar is radians per step, i.e.,

rad =4p2. (c) Lateral height function associated with sideways leg movements. The blue curves are the identified ‘‘optimal’’ gait paths.

Red, white, and black indicate positive, zero and negative values, respectively. The ordinate range is same for all panels. The unit of

colorbar is centimeters per step, i.e., cm =4p2.
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coordinating body bending, the LS footfall pattern can also

give rise to rotational motion (e.g., turning). As expected,

other sequences favor motions in other directions. Hirose

et al. (1986) introduced rotary sequence footfall pattern

(FR–HR–HL–FL) (RS) that favors counterclockwise turn-

ing. In this section, we prescribed both LS and RS to pro-

duce rotational motions. The leg movements prescribed in

Figure 3(b.3) and (b.4) followed the (RS) footfall pattern.

4.2.2. Differential drive modulation and no modulation. In

this section, we introduce the notion of modulation of the

joint amplitudes to cause rotational motion as well. To dis-

tinguish modulated motion with no modulated motion, we

use the abbreviation NM to mean no modulation. In no

modulation (NM) leg movements, the leg ‘‘shoulder’’ joint

angles are prescribed as piecewise sinusoidal functions as

mentioned in Section 4.2.1 (move from cranial end to cau-

dal end when the leg makes contact with ground, and move

from caudal end to cranial end when the leg is in the air)

(see Figure 3(b.1) and (b.3)). Leg movements previously

prescribed in NM will lead to pure forward translation and

no rotation. However, rotation can be introduced by coordi-

nating body undulation.

Now we define differential drive modulation (DDM) leg

movements. The leg ‘‘shoulder’’ angles are also prescribed

as piecewise sinusoidal functions. However, the right (FR

and HR) limb joint angles move from cranial end to caudal

end when the leg makes contact with ground, and move

from caudal end to cranial end when the leg is in the air;

while the left (FL and HL) limb joint angles move from

caudal end to cranial end when the leg makes contact with

ground, and move from cranial end to caudal end when the

leg is in the air (see Figure 3(b.2) and (b.4)). In this way, the

differential on lateral limb amplitude is modulated to intro-

duce rotational motion (Dudek and Jenkin, 2010). We term

counterclockwise (CCW) rotation as the positive direction.

The differential drive modulated leg movements can lead to

pure CCW rotation without translation. Properly coordinat-

ing body undulation will further increase the rotation per

gait cycle.

Note that in Section 4.1, we prescribe the leg movement

without modulating the leg amplitude. Therefore, they are

in the category of no modulation. In addition, prescribed

leg movements of the slow walk gait in Section 4.1 (Figure

3(a.1)) are identical to the prescribed LS leg movements

with NM (LS NM) in this subsection (Figure 3(b.1)). We

show that body undulation can lead to either additional

rotation or additional forward displacement to the original

leg movements (see Figure 6).

4.2.3. Body undulation during rotation. In addition to

modulating the amplitudes, we can also design the turning

motions by investigating the rotational height functions.

The rotational height functions are presented in Figure

4(b). The gait paths that enclose the maximum surface inte-

gral in the rotational height functions are predicted to be

the gaits with the maximum CCW rotation per gait cycle

(‘‘optimal’’ gait). Similarly, the gait paths that enclose the

minimum surface integral in the rotational height functions

are predicted to be the gaits with the minimum CCW (i.e.,

the maximum CW) rotation (‘‘worst’’ gait). Interestingly,

the body bending in coordination with LS that optimizes

rotation is dominated by the second term of Fourier series,

whereas the body bending in coordination with RS that

optimizes rotation is dominated by the first term of Fourier

series.

4.2.4. Steering. In Section 4.2.2, we showed that with the

help of body bending, quadrupedal systems can simultane-

ously go forward and rotate; we call this type of motion

steering because it is reminiscent of a car driving down the

street. In this section, we show that properly coordinated

body bending can control the steering angle of quadrupedal

systems. The leg movements in this section are prescribed

by slow walk (NM LS).

One of the most important parameters in steering is the

turning radius. As illustrated in (Figure 7), the quadrupeds

that walks and turns simultaneously will essentially follow

a circle. The turning radius, R, is given by

R =
D � sin p�u

2

� �
sin (u)

, ð14Þ

where D is the stride displacement (displacement per gait

cycle) and u is the stride rotation (body rotation per gait

cycle).

Next, we aim to control the turning radius by modulating

the body bending. From the rotational height function in

Figure 4(b.1), we observe that the surface integral enclosed

by the assistive line and the gait path will increase with

body joint angle amplitude. However, that path in Figure

4(b.1) will enclose no additional area in its corresponding

forward height function Figure 4(a.1). Thus by increasing

the body bending joint angle amplitude, Ga, greater stride

rotation, u, is expected while stride displacement D remains

constant. In this way, we show that we can control the turn-

ing radius by modulating the body bending amplitude.

Dimension Reduction
Prescribe a footfall pattern, c, and leg shoulder

angle trajectory, β to create a reduced shape space.

Height Function
Calculate height function in reduced

shape space (τ representing leg move-
ments and αb representing body bending).

Gait Design
Design the gait path with height function

Fig. 5. The flow chart of our gait design process.
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4.3. Lateral height function

Finally, we studied how properly coordinated body bending

can improve lateral displacement per gait cycle. Hirose

et al. (1986) introduced the footfall patterns that produce

slight lateral motion, in which the fore right leg is in phase

with the hind right leg, and the fore left leg is in phase with

the hind left leg. The detailed description of leg movements

is shown in Figure 3(c). We then calculate lateral height

functions (Figure 4(c)).

The gait path with maximum surface integral in the

height function (‘‘optimal’’ gait) is predicted to be the gait

with the largest lateral displacement per gait cycle. We also

identified the body bending that corresponds to the mini-

mal surface integral (‘‘worst’’ gait). We tested the ‘‘neutral’’

gait with fixed straight back (ab = 0).

Quadrupeds have limited ability to move sideways

(Carbone and Ceccarelli, 2005). However, body bending

will greatly enhance the ability of a quadrupedal robot to

move laterally. In the next section, we show the lateral dis-

placement for optimal, neutral, and worst body bending in

coordination with leg movements across granular media.

5. Experimental results

To verify and explore our theoretical model predictions, we

developed a robophysical model (Aguilar et al., 2016;

Ozkan-Aydin et al., 2017; Ozkan-Aydin et al., 2019).

Specifically, we built a quadrupedal robot (Figure 1(a)) and

tested its performance on granular media. This open-loop,

Fig. 6. Snapshots of robot experiment (b), (d), RFT simulation (a), (c), and animal experiments (e). Body bending coordinated with

leg movements (a), (b) changes the orientation of the body or increases forward displacement. In (a) and (c), the green dots identify

the head and the solid blue line represents the trajectory of center of mass. In (b) and (d), the module connected to hanging tail (not

making contact with the ground) indicates the hind body module. We compared our designed forward gaits (c), (d) with the forward

locomotion observed in animal experiments (e).

Fig. 7. Snapshots of robot simulation following a circle. Rotation

with forward motion will lead to an arc in center of mass

trajectory. Here R is the curvature radius of the center of mass

trajectory; u is the stride rotation and D is the stride displacement.
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servo-driven, 3D-printed robot (450 g, ;40 cm long) has

four legs and an actuated back. Each leg has two servo

motors (XL-320) to control its vertical position and its lat-

eral position. A joint in the middle of the body (AX-12

servo) controls lateral body bending.

Using a fully automated setup (Ozkan-Aydin et al.,

2017; Qian et al., 2013), we experimentally and systemati-

cally tested the role of body bending during quadrupedal

locomotion on a bed filled with ;1 mm diameter poppy

seeds. We performed three trials for each gait, with each

trial consisting of at least three complete gait periods. The

robot executed a programmed set of movements to move

on the loosely packed poppy seeds. Throughout the experi-

ment, four Optitrack Flex13 cameras recorded the positions

of infrared-reflective markers on the robot (at 120

frames per second (FPS)). At the end of each experiment,

the robot’s final position was identified. A three-axis

motor system moved to the robot, picked it up, and sent it

back to the starting position. Before each experiment, an

air-fluidized bed erased the footprints and allowed the

seeds to be reset into a loosely packed state (Li et al.,

2009).

We provide snapshots of the robot executing gaits pre-

dicted by geometric mechanics in Figure 6. We compared

the trajectories of quadrupedal robot experiments and RFT

simulations in Figure 8, and show that they are in good

agreement (Figure 9). Note that in Figure 8c, there is devia-

tion between the robot experiments and RFT simulation.

We believe that the relatively shorter displacement in a

robot experiment is due to the poppy seed accumulation

that is not modeled in RFT simulation.

5.1. Robot experiment verification of forward

height function prediction

In Section 4.1, we identified the ‘‘optimal,’’ ‘‘neutral,’’ and

‘‘worst’’ body bending from forward height functions to

improve forward displacement per gait cycle. We verified

the predictions from forward height functions by RFT

simulations and robot experiments across granular

materials. Both RFT simulations and robot experiments

suggest that the ‘‘optimal’’ body–leg coordination can

improve the forward displacement, whereas the ‘‘worst’’

phasing can lead to ineffective forward gait. Simulation

and experiment data are presented in Figure 9(a).

5.2. Robot experiment verification of rotational

motions

5.2.1. Lateral sequence and rotary sequence. In Section

4.2, we identified the ‘‘optimal,’’ ‘‘neutral,’’ and ‘‘worst’’

body bending from rotational height functions in coordina-

tion with LS and RS. We verified predictions from rota-

tional height functions by RFT simulations and robot

experiments across granular materials. The data are pre-

sented in Figure 9(b). Both RFT simulations and robot

experiments suggested that proper body–leg coordination

can improve the CCW rotation.

5.2.2. Differential drive modulation and no

modulation. From Figure 9(b), we observed that when the

body is maintained fixed straight (i.e., the ‘‘neutral’’ body

bending), the DDM leg movements lead to pure rotation

without translation whereas NM leg movements lead to

pure translation without rotation.

In leg movements prescribed in DDM, the ‘‘optimal’’

body bending coordination can improve the body orienta-

tion rotation per gait cycle (good in place turn) whereas

‘‘worst’’ body bending can decrease the body orientation

rotation per gait cycle (bad in place turn).

In leg movements prescribed in NM, the ‘‘optimal’’ body

bending coordination will introduce counterclockwise rota-

tion to forward motion (counterclockwise steering) whereas

‘‘worst’’ body bending will introduce clockwise rotation to

forward motion (clockwise steering).

5.2.3. Steering. We further verified our steering radius

control hypothesis with robot experiments and RFT simula-

tion. We plotted the body bending amplitude Ga against

Fig. 8. Sample trajectories of robot experiments and RFT simulations implementing (a) fast walk gait, (b) rotary sequence no

modulation gait, and (c) sideways gait, showing close agreement between RFT simulations and robot experiments. In these gaits, body

undulations are properly designed to improve (a) forward, (b) rotational, and (c) lateral displacements.
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the turning radii in Figure 10. Both robot experiments and

simulations suggested that by modulating the body bending

joint angle amplitude, we can control the turning radius.

Note that the simulation–experiments discrepancy increases

at larger amplitude. As our robot experiments were per-

formed on granular media, there can be granular material

accumulation on the side when robots exhibits large turns.

The accumulated granular material can have greater effect

on the locomotion performance when the robots implement

multiple gait cycles. Therefore, we suspect that the granular

material accumulation that lead to underperformance of

steering experiments in Figure 10.

5.3. Robot experiment verification of lateral

height function prediction

Finally, we identified the ‘‘optimal,’’ ‘‘neutral,’’ and ‘‘worst’’

body bending from lateral height functions to improve lat-

eral displacement per gait cycle. We verified predictions

from lateral height functions using RFT simulations and

robot experiments across granular materials. Both RFT

simulations and robot experiments suggest that the ‘‘opti-

mal’’ body–leg coordination can improve the lateral

Fig. 9. Comparison of displacement in RFT simulations (blue bars) and robot experiments (orange bars with error bar, representing 1

standard deviation) results of (a) forward, (b) rotational, and (c) lateral gaits, showing close agreement between RFT simulations and

robot experiments. Each gait is tested for ;3 experiment trials; each trials containing at least ;3 gait periods. The ‘‘optimal,’’

‘‘neutral,’’ and ‘‘worst,’’ respectively, represent the optimal body bending, no body bending (fixed straight back), and the worst body

bending. We indicate statistically significant improvement (Sprinthall and Fisk, 1990) comparing the ‘‘optimal’’–‘‘neutral,’’ as well as

‘‘optimal’’–‘‘worst’’ gaits. The gait comparison with a horizontal bracket with ��� represents statistically significant improvement

(p\0:001); the gait comparison without a horizontal bracket represents no statistically significant improvement (p.0:05). For

rotational gaits in (b), we show both transitional and rotational displacement values for completeness only: body bending is optimized

with respect to rotation only, and displacement changes are not optimized.

Fig. 10. Body undulation amplitude versus robot turning radii

(the curvature radius of the center of mass motion trajectory). We

hypothesize that by modulating the body undulation amplitude,

we can control the turning radius of the robot. Robot

experimental data (blue) and RFT simulation data (black)

validate our hypothesis.
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displacement, whereas the ‘‘worst’’ phasing can lead to an

ineffective lateral gait. Simulation and experiment data are

presented in Figure 9(c).

5.4. Animal experiment verification of forward

height function prediction

To extend our study to biological quadrupedal systems, we

collected data and performed analysis on fire salamanders

(S. salamandra) to investigate whether the animal uses

body kinematics to optimize the forward motion.

In these experiments, individual animals walked along a

straight trackway filled with 300 mm glass particles. Three

cameras (GoPro Hero3+ , 720 pixel resolution) were posi-

tioned around the trackway and recorded synchronized

videos at 120 FPS. All experiments were approved by the

Royal Veterinary College’s Clinical Research Ethical

Review Board, approval number 2015 1336. No animals

were harmed for the experiments, and animals had rest peri-

ods in between data collection trials. Experiments were con-

ducted in a humidity-controlled laboratory at the University

of Oviedo, Spain. The temperature (;188C) and light cycle

(12 h:12 h dark:light) were maintained at constant levels.

At least three gait periods were recorded in each experi-

ment. Limb positions, body angles, and footfall timing are

manually extracted from each recording. According to the

limb positions and footfall timing, we selected three repre-

sentative salamander motion videos (each contains at least

three gait periods of animal motion), which correspond to

‘‘trot’’ (duty factor 0:7560:03, lateral leg phase shift

0:2560:05), ‘‘fast walk’’ (duty factor 0:7660:04, lateral

leg phase shift 0:3660:02), and ‘‘slow walk’’ gaits (duty

factor 0:7360:1, lateral leg phase shift 0:5060:02). We

fitted the animal body angles with the first two terms of

Fourier series as in (13). We plotted the obtained animal

body bending angles as a function of the leg movement

phase (blue curves in Figure 11).

To predict the proper body bending coordination with

‘‘trot,’’ ‘‘slow walk,’’ and ‘‘fast walk’’ salamander leg move-

ments, we calculated the corresponding forward height

functions. In the forward height function, we then can

design and predict the body bending gait paths to maximize

forward displacements. The green curves in Figure 11 are

the predicted body bending gait paths with body-bending

amplitudes Ga extracted experimental data. We show that

the body–leg coordination gait paths in salamander loco-

motion are in close agreement with our theoretical predic-

tion to maximize forward displacement.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we have studied the role of body bending

during quadrupedal locomotion. We took a modeling

approach that had been previously limited to low-DoF

walking systems and idealized contact with environment

and extended this modeling approach to a quadrupedal sys-

tem with a single internal DoF in its back moving on

deformable terrains. Our approach can also be applied to

other systems where the frictional forces dominate the iner-

tial forces, such as Coulomb friction dominated systems

(Rieser et al., 2019).

Our theory has been verified by RFT simulation and

robot experiments. Furthermore, we have also observed that

our calculated body bending coordination to improve

Fig. 11. Height functions for salamanders, namely experimentally measured gaits for (a) slow walk, (b) fast walk, and (c) trot, with

salamander gait in blue curves and geometric mechanics predicted gait in green curves overlaid. All the panels have the same body

angle range as in the middle panel.
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forward displacements are close to those from animal loco-

motion experiments. In addition to these examples, by

varying the body bending amplitude, we have been able to

regulate the turning radii, which can provide primitives for

path planning and motion planning and control.

In contrast to the feedback control algorithms in a CPG

system, our gait design algorithms do not require prior

knowledge of gait formula. However, we believe that our

approach could be used as a basis for CPG-based

approaches. That is, our gait design process can be used to

generate and optimize gait trajectories, which can then be

tracked online by a set of coupled oscillators.

In addition, our methods focused primarily on the kine-

matics aspect of locomotion. Although we assumed the

robots have quasi-static motion, our methods can be applied

to robots moving as fast as ;0.3 body lengths per second.

Although our methods cannot directly be applied to the

dynamic locomotion systems, our observations of kinematics

of locomotion can provide guides to dynamic motions.

Finally, our methods of coordinating body bending can

extend to other morphologies. Future work could consider

other types of bends, which may be represented by modal

functions, along with other morphologies that may benefit

from body bending. Future work could also include a sys-

tematic study of animal whole-body coordination and eval-

uate it in terms of speed, stability, and cost of transport.
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Notes

1. In actuality, the connection vector field is a one-form (a co-

vector field) and instead of looking for dot products, we are

looking for the naturally pairing between co-vectors and vec-

tors that produce scalars. Here, our use of the term dot-

product is more of a visualization ‘‘convenience.’’

2. Imagine each leg placement is like beating a drum. For the

slow walk gait, one would hear four separate beats of the

drum as the leg makes contact with the ground. A trot gait is

a two-beat gait.
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